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Abstract

We consider the dynamic traveling repair problem
�DTRP� in which requests with deadlines arrive through
time on points in a metric space� Servers move from
point to point at constant speed� The goal is to plan
the motion of servers so that the maximum number of
requests are met by their deadline� We consider a re�
stricted version of the problem in which there is a single
server and the length of time between the arrival of a re�
quest and its deadline is uniform� We give upper bounds
for the competitive ratio of two very natural algorithms
as well as several lower bounds for any deterministic al�
gorithm� Most of the result in this paper are expressed
a function of �� the diameter of the metric space�

� Introduction

In the dynamic traveling repair problem �DTRP��
servers move from point to point in a metric space� The
speed of each server is constant� so the time it takes to
travel from one point to another is proportional to the
distance between the two points� Time is continuous
and at any moment a request for service can arrive at
a point in the space� Each job also speci�es a deadline�
If a job is to be serviced� a server must reach the point
where the request originated by its deadline� The goal
of the algorithm is to service as many incoming requests
as possible by their deadline� We consider online algo�
rithms which learn about a new request only when it
arrives into the system� The DTRP has many practi�
cal applications� Examples include routing utility and
other repair �eets as well as routing of tanker trucks
�	� 
��

In this paper� we consider the following restrictions
to the DTRP problem�

� Single Server� We address the problem where
there is only one server�
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� Window sizes are uniform� We restrict our
attention to the case where the time between a
jobs arrival and its deadline is a �xed number W
for all jobs� For the remainder of this paper� will
normalize all values so that the window length is ��

� Noti�cation time� One can consider variations
of this problem depending on when the online
algorithm is required to commit to accepting or
rejecting a particular request� We adopt this as
a parameter of the problem� Thus� an online
algorithm must decide whether to accept or reject
a request within time � of its arrival� We call �
the noti�cation deadline� If � � �� the server must
decide immediately upon the arrival of a job into
the system whether it will be served� If � � �� the
decision is made only when the request is served or
its deadline has passed�

Most of the results in this paper focus on the
case where � � �� although there is one lower
bound which pertains to the general case� The
situation in which the noti�cation deadline is �� is
in fact reasonable operationally� Many cable TV
or other repair �eets accept all requests and sub�
contract� sometimes at the last minute� requests
they are unable to service with their primary �eet�
Local truckload trucking operations� which can be
modeled as a DRTP with asymmetric travel costs�
typically operate in the same way� A primary
carrier accepts all requests for service and then sub�
contracts to local owner operators if it is unable to
service requests within their time windows�

� Bounded diameter� As we shall see in the results
below� it is necessary to consider metric spaces of
bounded diameter� We assume that the diameter
of the metric space is bounded by a constant ��
Our results will be expressed as a function of ��

� Service time� In our results below� we assume
that once the server arrives at the location of the
request� the request is served instantly� A natural
extension of this problemwould be to have a service
time required for each request� All our results hold
if there is a small� �xed service time except for



Theorem ��� which requires the fact that the service
time is zero�

A word about metric spaces� some previous work on
related problems ����� focus on continuous metric spaces
in which the path between any two points is continuous�
formed by points in the metric space� In particular� this
implies that the server can do a U�turn at any point in
time� Our results hold for the more general case where
the path between two points may not be comprised of
points in the metric space and the server� once embarked
on an edge between two point� must traverse the edge
before changing directions� In this case� � indicates the
longest time that it takes the server to reach any point
in the metric space maximized over all possibilities for
its current location and destination�

We use competitive analysis to evaluate online algo�
rithms� which has now become the most widely accepted
means of evaluating an online algorithm� In competi�
tive analysis� the performance of an online algorithm is
compared to the performance of the optimal o�ine algo�
rithm which knows about all future jobs� In the problem
addressed in this paper� the algorithms are seeking to
maximize their bene�t for a particular sequence of re�
quest arrivals which is the number of requests satis�ed
by their deadline� Let BA��� denote the bene�t ob�
tained by algorithmA on request sequence �� Let OPT
denote the optimal online algorithm� The algorithm A
is said to be c�competitive if there is a constant d such
that for every sequence ��

c �BA��� � d � BOPT ����

The competitive ratio of the algorithm A� denoted cA�
is the in�mum over c such that A is c�competitive�

� Related Work

The dynamic traveling repair problem �DTRP� falls into
a more general class of problems known as stochastic ve�
hicle routing� This class includes the dynamic traveling
salesman problem �DTSP�� the probabilistic traveling
salesman problem �PTSP�� probabilistic traveling sales�
man location problem and other problems such as the
probabilistic shortest path problem and the dynamic ve�
hicle allocation problem� Powell� Jaillet and Odoni pro�
vide an excellent review of these problems ���� In the
DTSP� customer locations are known in advance and
service requests arrive according to a Poisson point pro�
cess at each node� The objective is to determine a dis�
patching strategy which minimizes customers expected
waiting time� This problem is discussed by Psara�ts ����
In the PTSP� an a priori tour must be constructed for
a network in which each node has a given probability
of requiring a visit ���� The DTRP is also usually con�

sidered under the assumption that the input is gener�
ated by a known probability distribution� In this paper�
we analyze algorithms for the DTRP using competitive
analysis in which the input sequence can be arbitrary�

From the online algorithms literature� this problem
most closely resembles the On�Line Traveling Salesman
Problem �OLTSP� studied by Ausiello et al����� In their
version of the problem� requests do not have deadlines
and the goal is to minimize the total completion time
of all requests� The completion time of a request is the
length of time that passes after the request is released
until it is served� They give a ����competitive algorithm
for all continuous metric spaces in which the server can
turn around at any point in time and return to the
last point visited� They also consider a variant of the
problem called the Homing�OLTSP in which the server
is required to return to its departure point before serving
another request�

Other related work includes online graph explo�
ration problems in which all nodes of a graph must be
visited and the edges of the graph are revealed only
when the server has visited an incident node ���� In our
problem� the entire graph �or metric space� is known
in advance and the locations of requests are revealed
on an on�line manner� Another related problem is the
k�server problem ���� In the k�server problem� it is as�
sumed that servers can travel instantaneously to their
destination� although the goal is to minimize the total
distance traveled by all servers� Also� in the k�server
problem� requests must be visited in the order in which
they arrive but in the problem addressed here� the server
can choose the order in which to satisfy the requests�

� Summary of Results

We present two very natural algorithms for the DTRP
and prove upper bounds for their competitive ratios�
All of our results are given as a function of � which is
the maximum time required to travel between the two
farthest points in the metric space� The particular value
of � for that metric space determines which bound is
stronger�

��� The BATCH Algorithm

The �rst algorithm is called the BATCH algorithm�
Time is divided into intervals of length ���� At the
beginning of an interval� the jobs which arrived in the
previous interval are considered� The algorithm then
determines the maximum number of requests from this
set it can reach from its current position in the next
interval of ��� and follows that path� Thus� the set
of requests considered in a given interval of ��� are
those requests which arrived in the previous interval and
expire in the following interval� The algorithm must



solve an instance of the prize�collecting TSP problem
with a �xed starting position and arbitrary ending
location for every interval� �See ��� for a discussion
of the prize�collecting TSP�� BATCH requires that the
noti�cation deadline ��� be at least ���� We prove that
BATCH is �	��� � �����competitive� We also give a
lower bound for BATCH which shows that our analysis
is tight�

��� The Algorithm Double�Gain

An appealing feature of Double�Gain �DG� is that it is
well de�ned for the more general version of DTRP with
non�uniform windows� Our proof for the competitive�
ness of DG� however� only applies for uniform window
lengths�

The state of an algorithm can be de�ned by its
current location and the set of outstanding requests
which have not yet expired� The maximum number of
outstanding requests which can be served given that
the algorithm is in state S at time t is well de�ned�
The route which achieves this maximum will be called
the new route for time t� N �t� will denote the set of
requests which are served on the new route for time t�
We assume that the the number of outstanding requests
will be small enough that the algorithm can determine
N �t� optimally� At any given moment in which there are
outstanding requests in the system� the algorithm has a
route which it is currently executing which we will call
the current route� If the algorithm �nishes its current
route at time t� it begins immediately executing the new
route for time t� If there are no outstanding requests in
the system which the algorithm can reach� the current
route for the algorithm is simply to stay put� Let C�t�
denote the set of outstanding requests which have yet
to be served on the algorithms current route at time t�
At any given point in time t� the server will switch to
the new route at time t if the following condition holds�

jN �t�� C�t�j � ��jC�t�� N �t�j��

That is� the algorithm switches routes if the number of
requests gained is at least twice the number of requests
lost by the switch� Note that the proof only requires
that the algorithm �nd one route that which acieves
jN �t�j at any given time t� although there may be more
than one which achieves the maximum�

We prove that the competitive ratio of Double�Gain
is at most
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��� Lower Bounds

We �rst show that for any noti�cation deadline �� and
any � � �� there is a metric space with diameter � for

which no competitive algorithm exists� We then prove
three lower bounds which hold for any deterministic
online algorithm and any value for �� Each lower bound
is a function of �� Thus� the value of � determines which
lower bound is strongest� We prove that there is no
algorithm which will achieve a competitive ratio on all
metric spaces lower than the following bound�

max
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�
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�

�

��� ���
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�

The proof for the last bound of ���� � ��� holds only
when � � ���� However� if � � ���� the lower bound
of � will be stronger anyway� Note that this bound
shows that the bound proven for Double�Gain is within
a constant factor of the best possible competitive ratio�

� Bounds for the BATCH Algorithm

Theorem ���� BATCH is 	���� ����competitive�

Proof� Consider a sequence of arrivals � and the sched�
ule which OPT chooses for �� Time is divided into
intervals of length ���� A batch is a set of jobs which
arrives in one of these intervals� Number the batches
from � to m� Batch m is the last batch in � in which
any jobs arrive� Let Si�j be the set of jobs which arrive
during interval i and which OPT schedules during in�
terval j� Let si�j � jSi�jj� Clearly� if i � j � � or i � j�
then Si�j � ��

BOPT ��� �
m��X
j��

�sj���j � sj���j � sj�j��

Suppose that BATCH is at location q at the be�
ginning of batch i� It will consider the set of re�
quests Si�� which arrived during batch i � � and �nd
the tour which reaches the most requests from Si���
starting at q and lasting for at most ���� Note that
Si���i�� � Si���i � Si���i�� � Si��� Also note that the
optimal can serve each of Si���i��� Si���i and Si���i��
during a single interval� This means that there is a tour
of length at most ��� which covers all of Si���i��� given
that the starting position can be chosen arbitrarily� The
same is true for Si���i and Si���i���

Now since � is the longest time it takes to travel
between two points� its takes a fraction of �� of one
batch to travel between the two farthest points in the
metric space� This means that BATCH can pick its
optimal starting location� take time � to travel to that
location and has a remaining time of ���� � to service
requests� Thus� one of the options is to pick which
of Si���i��� Si���i and Si���i�� is the largest� Call it
Si���j� Consider the tour which covers all the requests
in Si���j in time ���� Now pick the portion of the path



which is ���� � �� long and covers the most requests�
This portion of the path will reach at least ������si���j
requests� BATCH has the option of traveling to the
beginning of that portion of the path and visiting all
the requests along that portion of the path� This means
that the number of jobs which BATCH visits during
interval i is at least

��� ���maxfsi���i��� si���i� si���i��g

and

BBATCH ���

�
m��X
i��

��� ���maxfsi���i��� si���i� si���i��g

�

�
�� ��

	

�m��X
i��

�si���i�� � si���i � si���i���

�

�
�� ��

	

�m��X
j��

�sj���j � sj���j � sj�j�

�

�
�� ��

	

�
BOPT ����

�

The following result shows that our analysis for
BATCH is tight�

Theorem ���� There is a metric space M such that

for any d and any constant c � 	��� � ���� there is a

sequence of arrivals � such that

c �BBATCH ��� � d � BOPT ����

Proof� We will re�normalize the distances so that the
distance which can be traversed in one batch is one�
This means that a window length is �� Pick a small
constant 	 such that ��	 is an integer� Since 	 can be
arbitrarily small� we can pick it so that �� � ����	 can
be arbitrarily close to an integer� Thus� we will assume
that ��� ����	 is an integer r and ��	 is an integer m�
We will position 	m points in the metric space� each
a distance of 	 away from each other� Call this set A�
There will be another set of points B which will consist
of r� � points which are also each a distance of 	 away
from each other� Each point from A is a distance of ��
away from any point in B� Note that since the window
length of each job is �� this means that the diameter of
the space is ��

The points in A will be labeled ai�j� where i is an
integer in the range �� �� � � � �m�� and j 	 f�� �� �g The
points in B will be labeled b�� b�� � � � � br� In the middle
of every batch� a request will arrive on each point in B�

No jobs arrive on points in A during the �rst batch�
Let 
 be a small constant such that 
 �� 	� Requests
will arrive during batch b � � on points in A is follows�

For b MOD 	 
 �� For each i 	 f�� �� � � � �m� �g�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	 � 
�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	 � 
�

For b MOD 	 
 �� For each i 	 f�� �� � � � �m� �g�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	 � 
�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	 � 
�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	�

For b MOD 	 
 �� For each i 	 f�� �� � � � �m� �g�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	 � 
�

� A request arrives at ai�� at time b� i	 � 
�

This sequence can continue for an arbitrary number of
batches� say T � How does BATCH service the requests�
During the second batch� it tries to service some of the
requests that arrived during the �rst batch� Since these
are all on points in B� BATCH will move to a point in
B and in the best case� service all the r � � requests
which arrived� We will show that in each subsequent
batch� BATCH will remain on points in B and will
get r � � requests per batch� Note that in each batch�
exactly one request arrives on each point in A and B�
If BATCH does not travel to set A� then it can get
all r � � requests which arrive in B� If it does travel
to A� then it will spend �� time in transit from B to
A� That means it has a remaining �� time to go from
point to point �either in A or B�� Since each request
is point is 	 away from every other point� it can get to
at most �� � ����	 � r requests� Since the �rst option
yields more requests satis�ed� BATCH will stay in B
and service the r � � requests� This amounts to a total
of T �r��� total requests satis�ed over the course of the
entire sequence�

The optimal algorithm� on the other hand� will
forgo any requests that arrived in the �rst batch�
Then for batch b � �� it will visit each node
a��j� a��j� � � � � am���j in turn where j � b MOD 	� It
arrives at node ai�j at time b� i	 where there are three
requests waiting� one that arrived at time �b����i	�

�and expires at b � i	 � 
�� one that arrived at time
�b����i	 �and expires at time �b����i	� and one that
arrived at time b � i	 � 
� Thus� after the third batch�
the optimal algorithmwill get 	m requests per batch� It
will get �m in batch 	 and m in batch �� Thus� the total



number of requests satis�ed will be 	m�T���� Now pick
constants d and c � 	�������� Say c � �	�����������
We will show that T can be picked large enough and 	
small enough so that

c �BBATCH ��� � d � BOPT ����
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As T grows and 	 shrinks� the right hand side gets
arbitrarily close to 	������� and the left hand side gets
arbitrarily close to �	����������� so the inequality will
hold� �

	 An Upper Bound for Double�Gain

Theorem ���� The competitive ratio of Double�Gain is

at most
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Proof� Fix an input sequence �� Partition time into
periods of length � � ��� ����� The ith period ends at
time �i� At the end of each period� we will consider
the number of outstanding requests in the Double�
Gains current route� Recall that at time t� the set of
outstanding requests on the current route is denoted by
C�t�� We will prove two facts�

�� �
l
�

�

m
BDG��� �

P
i jC��i�j�

�� BOPT ��� � �
l
���
�

mP
i jC��i�j�

We start by proving the �rst fact� For each
request that ever appears in Double�Gains current
route� consider a continuous interval of time in which
it is in the current route� �Some requests may appear
in the algorithms current route� drop out and then
reappear in the algorithms current route� This is
treated as two separate intervals�� Since every request
expires or is served within time � of its arrival� each
interval can cover at most d���e interval endings� This
means that X

i

jC��i�j � d���eI������

where I is the total number of intervals�
An interval ends either because the request was sat�

is�ed or because the algorithm chose a new route and

drops the request from its current route� We call the
former satis�ed intervals and the latter unsatis�ed in�
tervals� Consider a point in time when the algorithm
chooses a new route� Suppose that x unsatis�ed inter�
vals end at this moment� Then it must be the case that
at least �x intervals begin at this moment as well� �This
is the requirement for choosing a new route�� Thus� we
can associate two intervals which begin at time t with
each unsatis�ed interval that ends at time t in such a
way that no interval is associated with more than one
preceding interval� Note that some intervals that be�
gin at time t may not be associated with any preceding
interval�

Now we will assign a weight to each interval� We
start with each interval having a weight of one� We
will move a pointer from left to right� starting with the
leftmost left endpoint and ending with the rightmost
right endpoint� The location of the pointer represents a
point in time� As the pointer moves� we will maintain
two properties� The �rst is that the weight of each
interval is less than �� The second is that any interval
whose left endpoint is to the right of the pointer has a
weight of ��

Suppose that the pointer reaches the right endpoint
of an unsatis�ed interval I whose weight is w� Let I�
and I� be the two intervals associated with I� We know
that the weights of I� and I� are at most � since until
now their left endpoints have been to the right of the
pointer� Set the weight of I to � and add w�� to the
weight of each of I� and I�� Since w � �� the new
weight of these intervals is � � w�� � �� This ensures
that property one is maintained� No interval whose
left endpoint is to the right of the pointer has changed
weight� so the second property still holds as well�

At the end of this process� the total weight which
is equal to I� the number of intervals� has remained
unchanged� The weight of each unsatis�ed interval is ��
The weight of all intervals is at most �� This means that
the number of satis�ed intervals is at least I��� Since
the number of satis�ed intervals is exactly the bene�t
of Double�Gain� we have that

�BDG��� � I�

Putting this together with Inequality ���� implies the
�rst Fact�

Now we will establish Fact �� We will bound the
number of requests which the optimal can serve that
arrive in a period of length �� Suppose the period starts
at time t � � and lasts through time t� In determining
N �t�� one possible option for Double�Gain is to consider
only the jobs which arrive in the interval from t � � to
time t� spend time � moving to the optimal starting
location and spend time � serving as many requests



that can be served in an interval of length �� Note that
���� � �� so none of the requests which arrived in the
interval from t�� to time t will have expired� Let N be
the set of jobs that would be satis�ed by this course
of action� Note that jN �t�j � jN j� If Double�Gain
does not change routes at time t� then �jC�t��N �t�j �
jN �t��C�t�j which implies that �jC�t�j � jN �t�j � jN j�
If Double�Gain does change routes at time t� then the
new route for time t becomes the current route for time
t� This means that jC�t�j is the maximum number of
future requests that Double�Gain can satisfy among all
outstanding requests� given its current location� Since
N is the set of future requests which can be satis�ed
using a speci�c route� jC�t�j � jN j� In either case� we
have that �jC�t�j is at least the number of request gained
by the optimal algorithm which is allowed to choose any
set of requests which arrive in the interval from t � �
to time t� relocate to an optimal location and server
as many requests which can be served in an interval of
length ��

Any job which arrives during the interval �t� �� t�
must be scheduled in the interval �t��� t���� We have
established that during any subinterval of �t� �� t� ��
of length �� the optimal algorithm can serve at most
�jC�t�j of the requests which arrive during �t��� t�� This
means that at most �jC�t�jd�� � ����e requests which
arrive during the interval �t� �� t� can be scheduled by
the optimal algorithm at any time� Using �i for t� we
get that the optimal can satisfy at most

�jC��i�j

�
� � �

�

�

requests which arrive in period i� This means that the
adversary can satisfy at most

�

�
� � �

�

�X
i

jC��i�j

requests total which establishes Fact �� �


 General Lower Bounds

The following theorem shows that � �the noti�cation
deadline� must be at least � in order for a competitive
algorithm to exist� This proof requires arbitrarily small
service times�

Theorem ���� If � � �� then there is a metric space

on which no deterministic online algorithm can achieve

a bounded competitive ratio�

Proof� Let c be an arbitrary constant� The metric space
will consist of many points� all � away from each other�
At time i � �� ci requests will be requested at a new

unused point in the metric space� This starts with i � �
and ends either when the algorithm decides not to visit
a requested point or when i � �� � ����� � ��� Lets
say that the last group arrives at time k��

Consider two cases�

k � �� � ����� � ��� In this case� the adversary will
serve all the requests� Note that this is possible
since the server will arrive at the ith point at time
��i � �� and the requests arrived at time �i� Since
k � ������������ we know that ��k��� � �k��
and the requests will not have expired� Thus� the
optimal will serve ��c�c��� � � ck � �ck�������c�
�� requests and the online algorithm will only serve
� � c � c� � � � �ck�� � �ck � ����c � �� requests�
This gives a ratio of �ck�� � ����ck � �� � c� ��

k � ��� ����� ���� In this case� the online algorithm
can not make it to the last set� Note that the
algorithm must decide whether or not to satisfy
each set of requests before the next set arrives�
By the time the last set has arrived at time �k�
it has committed to travel a total of �k� If it
commits to the last set� it will have to travel
��k � ��� which it can not do by time �� �k since
k � �� � ����� � ��� The adversary will skip the
�rst one and get the rest� c � c� � � � � � ck� The
algorithm gets � � c� � � � �� ck��� This results in
a competitive ratio of c�

Since c was chosen to be an arbitrary constant� the
competitive ratio is unbounded�

�

The remaining three lower bounds hold even when
� � � which means that the online algorithm does not
need to notify a request as to whether it will be serviced�

Theorem ���� There is a metric space on which no

deterministic algorithm can achieve a better competitive

ratio than ����� ���

Proof� Consider a metric space with one point A sepa�
rated by a distance � from a cluster of points B� The
points inB are all a distance of 	 from each other� There
are ��	 points in the cluster� 	 will always be chosen so
that ��	 is an integer and can be chosen to be arbitrarily
large�

We will prove the lower bound by imagining an ad�
versary which plays against an arbitrary online algo�
rithm A� The adversary will concoct a sequence of ar�
rivals such that the number of requests which A satis�es
will be at most ������� times the number of jobs which
the adversary can satisfy on the same sequence�

Both algorithms �A and the adversary� start with
their server on an arbitrary point in B� The arrival



sequence is as follows� a single request arrives at A every
interval of length � � 
� There are two cases�

The algorithm decides to service the kth re�

quest� for some k� Lets say the kth request ar�
rived at time t� As soon as the algorithm arrives
at A� a request arrives on each point in B� The
algorithm must spent � time reaching B again and
has only time to service ���	������ of the requests�
�Recall� that they are each 	 apart from each other��
The adversary� on the other hand� remains at B and
can service all ��	 requests�

The algorithm never goes to A� The adversary
goes to A at the beginning to the sequence� The ad�
versary services all the requests and the algorithm
does not service any requests�

�

The following lower bound shows that the bound
proven for Double�Gain is within a constant factor of
the optimal competitive ratio�

Theorem ���� When � � ���� there is a metric space

on which no deterministic algorithm can achieve a better

competitive ratio than

�

�� �

�
�

�� �

�
�

Proof� The metric space will have n � mk points which
will consist of m groups� each with k points� Any two
points from the same group are a distance of ��� apart�
Any two points from di�erent groups are � apart�

Every interval of length � � �� there will be an
arrival event in which a request will arrive on each point
in the metric space� with the following exceptions� If
the online server is located at a point in a particular
group or moving between two points within the same
group at the time of an arrival event� then no request
will arrive at any point within the group at that time�
If the online server is moving between two points from
di�erent groups at the time of an arrival event� then no
request will arrive on any of the points in the group that
the server is moving away from or the group that the
server is moving towards� In these cases� we say that a
group has been skipped�

Once the online server reaches a group� it will only
be able to serve one request� This is because no requests
will have arrived on points in that group during the
interval of � in which the server is moving towards
the group� There is exactly one arrival event in the
�� � time preceding the time the server starts moving
towards the group� All previous requests will have

expired by the time the server reaches the group� The
server will serve one request upon its arrival� By the
time it travels the � � � to reach another point in the
group� all outstanding requests in the group will have
expired� Thus� the online server serves at most one
request every interval of length ��

The optimal server will stay at a group until it is
skipped� That is� it will stay through the last arrival
event before the group is skipped and then go to another
group� The server will plan its departure so that it
arrives at the new group just after an arrival event�
Thus� the server will be in transit between groups for
d���� � ��e arrival events�

Lets say that the server leaves a group at time t�
It will select a new group to visit which has was not
skipped in the arrival event preceding time t and will
be the last group to be skipped after time t� Since at
most two groups are skipped every arrival event� the
server will �nd a group at which it will stay for �m�����
arrival events after time t� Thus� the optimal server will
be serving requests for �m � ����� d���� � ��e arrival
events every �m � ���� arrival events�

The optimal moves from point to point within a
group every � � �� arriving at each point just after an
arrival event� When it arrives at a point� it can serve
all the d���� � ��e requests which are waiting at that
point and have not yet expired� Then it moves to the
another point in the group and serves all the requests
waiting at that point� As long as k� the number of
points in a group is at least d���� � ��e� it can serve
d���� � ��e requests every arrival event that it is not
in transit between groups� Thus� the rate at which it
serves requests is

�

�� �

�
�

�� �

��
��

��

��� ���m � ��

�
�

As m gets large� this number gets arbitrarily close to

�

�� �

�
�

�� �

�
�

Putting this together with the upper bound on the rate
of service for the online algorithm� we have that no
algorithm can have a competitive ratio better than

�

�� �

�
�

�� �

�
�

�

The following lower bound gives a stronger bound
for the case where � is small�

Theorem ���� No deterministic online algorithm can

obtain a competitive ratio less than ��



Proof� Let N � � � d���e� Consider a uniform metric
space with �N points� each spaced � apart� The
adversary will have an arrival event every interval of
length �� The ith arrival event takes place at time �i�
At the ith arrival event� a request will arrive at node i
�mod 	N � and 	N � �i �mod 	N ��� The time interval
between two requests arriving at the same node is 	N�
which is greater than 	�

Consider the ith arrival event� Both of the requests
for this arrival event expire at time ���i� The adversary
will plan on satisfying exactly one of these requests for
this arrival event at time ���i�
� where 
 �� �� Note
that the online algorithm can be at only one of these two
nodes during the interval �����i������ ����i�������
The adversary will choose to satisfy the request at the
node where the online algorithm does not have a server
during this interval� Furthermore� the adversary will
arrange to have a request arrive at that node at time
� � �i � 
� This ensures that the adversary can satisfy
two requests every interval of length ��

There is only ever one active request at each node
at any time� except for the nodes where the adversary
is currently serving a request� For these exceptions�
there are two active requests for an interval of 
� We
have determined that the online algorithm is not at
these nodes for an interval of length � which covers
these intervals of overlap� Furthermore� except for these
overlapping requests� each request expires at least one
time unit before the next one arrives� Since the travel
time between nodes is �� the algorithm can only satisfy
a request every interval of length �� �

� Conclusions

Naturally� it is the goal of this research to �nd the
optimal competitive ratio which can be obtained on any
metric space as a function of � and �� We believe that a
stronger upper bound can be obtained for the algorithm
Double�Gain� It would also be interesting to extend the
bound for Double�Gain to the case of non�uniform job
windows� Another natural algorithm to consider is the
BATCH algorithm with insertions� where the algorithm
can service a newly arrived request or a request which
is about to expire if it can be handled without having to
drop any of the requests in the current BATCH path�
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